Boron Nitride Oil HeBoLub®
for tribological solutions

HeBoLub® - an innovative high
performance lubricant additive for
power plant, power transmissions
and other diverse equipment
applications.
Used as an additive in lubricants,
the extremely fine dispersion
of Boron Nitride in oil has a
demonstrable track record in
reducing friction and wear.

HeBoLub® - for improved lubricating properties,
higher thermal conductivity, higher load capability
With HeBoLub®

Wear increases as no effective lubricating film is formed on the
surface roughness peaks on the mating surfaces.

► The increase in load capability ensures
a constant lubricant film even in critical
conditions, specifically at low frictional
speeds.

HeBoLub® - forms a separating protective layer to help prevent
wear. This protective layer is particularly effective in boundary
lubrication conditions under high loads or low frictional speeds.

Load Capability with HeBoLub®

Our HeBoLub® product innovation is a
high performance lubricant additive for the
widest range of applications.

The effectiveness of HeBoLub® is particularly evident in highly demanding boundary
lubrication conditions, especially when
high temperatures, high loads and low
frictional speeds are in evidence.
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HeBoLub® smoothes in long service life conditions
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► The effectiveness of the repair ultimately
depends on the Boron Nitride particle size
as well as the surface roughness
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Result of a tribological experiment using a cross cylinder tester (XCT)
at the Kompetenzzentrums Tribologie, Hochschule Mannheim

► HeBoLub® effectively stabilises frictional
effects over the full spectrum. Extremes are
smoothed out and wear is reduced as a result
of consistent lubrication.

Solid lubricants in comparison
Temperature resistance
Thermal conductivity
Load capacity
Corrosion resistance
Colour
Boron Nitride
Graphite
MoS2
PTFE (Teflon)

Economy
Fuel and energy consumption are reduced
as a result of a reduction in friction. This
has a very positive impact on efficiency
and economy.
The use of HeBoLub® increases the
Long-Life-Cycle of components due to the
critical wear resistance layer that is formed
on the mating surfaces.

► This repair effect is particularly noticeable
with rough surfaces in demanding applications.

Wear surfaces

Boundary lubrication

► Small Boron Nitride particles settle in the
scored mating surfaces to smooth the
surface. This reduces the coefficient of
friction, thus reducing wear, resulting in
smoother running.

HeBoLub® increases thermal conductivity
► HeBoLub® contains finely dispersed Boron Nitride
particles which build heat dispersion paths to improve
the thermal conductivity of the lubricant.
Percent increase in
thermal conductivity [%]

The incorporation of Boron Nitride, a solid
lubricant, in HeBoLub® sets new standards
in performance, productivity and economy.

Load Capability without HeBoLub®

Frictional coefficient (µ)

The new Boron Nitride dispersion in oil
comprises a mineral base oil combined
with fine, crystalline hexagonal Boron Nitride
particles. Even small quantities of
HeBoLub® improve the performance of
lubricants and as a result contribute to
reducing wear.

High Performance
The increase in load capability is
directly attributable to the solid lubricant
content. The dry lubricant film and its
lubricity remain constant even under high
loads. Surface roughness peaks remain
protected. HeBoLub® exhibits good creep
and wetting properties.

Load Capability

Without HeBoLub®

HeBoLub® finds application in high
performance power transmission systems,
power plant, as well as in the metal
processing and metal forming industries.

HeBoLub® Benefits

HeBoLub® significantly increases the load capability

HeBoLub® reduces wear

Productivity
HeBoLub® is easy to use and easily
dispersed. It offers high compatibility and
optimises the productivity of production
processes.
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HeBoLub® improves the temperature resistance
► Boron Nitride exhibits a particularly high
temperature resistance. It is stable up to
900°C under Oxygen and to temperatures
in excess of 2,000°C in inert conditions or
under vacuum – setting new performance
standards in comparison with other solid
lubricants such as PTFE (Teflon), MoS2 or
Graphite.
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Safe in use
HeBoLub® is physiologically inert and
compatible with seals and other rubber
based components. The effectiveness of
the Boron Nitride particles is retained even
under extreme conditions as well as at
high service temperatures.

Power plant

Chain drives and conveyors

Metal processing and forming

High performance power transmissions

Technical Data
HeBoLub® O30

HeBoLub® O10

Colour

Beige

Beige

Solids content (BN)

30 % highly dispersive

10 % highly dispersive

Density at 25 °C

1.06 g/cm3

0.91 g/cm3

Flash point

220 °C

220 °C
1 kg

Packing Units

12 kg
200 kg

Storage and Safety

screw cap tin
hobbock
steel drum

see safety data sheet

1 kg
12 kg
180 kg

screw cap tin
hobbock
steel drum

see safety data sheet

For any further information about our products or their applications please contact
our product specialists or your local distributor.

Henze
Boron Nitride Products AG
Grundweg 1
87493 Lauben / Germany
Phone: +49 8374.589 97-0
E-Mail: info@henze-bnp.de
www.henze-bnp.de
The data quoted in this leaflet are typical for the material. They are intended as a guide only and should not be used in preparing detailed specifications. Actual product data may deviate from the figures given. We reserve the right
to alter product data within the scope of technical progress and new developments. Since processing involves factors that are beyond our control, recommendations made in this leaflet should be checked by preliminary trials,
especially for third party applications. These recommendations do not absolve the user from the obligation of investigating the possibility of infringement of third parties’ rights and, if necessary, from clarifying the situation.
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HeBoLub® for various applications and industries

